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CAN GERMANY BE AN EXAMPLE?

Chinese observers are keeping a close eye on the 
discussions in Germany about the energy transition 
and the adaptations it requires to technical infra-
structure and the legal framework� They are also 
interested in the economic incentives� Although many 
Chinese doubt that Germany’s ambitious consumption 
reduction targets and its planned energy mix can be 
realised within the specified time frame, there is hope 
that Germany’s experiences can provide an important 

impetus for China’s own future energy policy� The 
Federal Republic of Germany and the People’s Repu-
blic of China are already engaged in close bilateral 
cooperation in the areas of climate protection and 
renewable energies� However, there is a general 
assumption in China that over the coming decades 
most of the country’s energy will come from fossil 
fuels (particularly coal) and, increasingly, nuclear 
power� There is a fundamental difference in thinking 
inherent in the Chinese and in the German / European 
energy and climate policies�

INDIA
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As a rapidly growing emergent economic powerhouse 
with about 1�2 billion inhabitants1, in the coming 
years and decades India will face the drastic ecolo-
gical consequences of industrial pollution and global 
climate change� In recent years, millions of Indians 
have suffered from extreme variations in precipita-
tion and temperatures and from an increased number 
of natural disasters� Considerably more than half of 
the Indian population – around 800 million people – 
work in agriculture and are thus directly affected by 
the whims of nature; they are dependent on a stable 
climate� Over the past several years, the Indian 
government, NGOs and scientists have made a con-
certed effort to develop scenarios that demonstrate to 
what degree and in what places India is vulnerable to 
climate change and that suggest how it can respond 
to these challenges� Various instruments are coming 
together in the attempt to save India from a climate 
catastrophe� They include the National Action Plan 
of Climate Change (NAPCC), the State Level Action 
Plan on Climate Change (SAPCC), the REDD+ stra-
tegy, and the Expert Group on Low Carbon Strategy 
for Inclusive Growth� However, their efforts have met 
with little willingness to implement change in the 
highest echelons of government� Although countless 
reforms over recent decades should have transformed 
India’s predominantly state-owned energy sector into 
a market-oriented system with space for both public 
and private companies, complete liberalisation of the 
Indian energy sector has been hindered by political 
complexities, a long-held tendency towards economic

1 |  Republic of India, Ministry of Home Affaires,  
http://www�censusindia�gov�in [31 July 2014]�

socialism and the new government’s clear priority of 
making the energy programme a national prestige 
project� All this has led to suboptimal results�

During Manmohan Singh’s tenure as prime minister, 
the Indian government focused particularly on 
development and economic policy matters� Following 
the parliamentary elections in May 2014 and the 
decisive victory of Narendra Modi and his Bharatiya 
Janata Party (BJP), it remains to be seen how the 
new government will tackle national problems such 
as a lack of infrastructure particularly in rural areas, 
an increasing demand for energy from the growing 
middle classes and the consequences of environ-
mental pollution� In its manifesto, the BJP states that 
the development of the energy infrastructure, human 
resources and modern technologies will play a central 
role in the Indian nuclear programme� It believes that 
energy efficiency and conservation are important parts 
of energy security� It therefore intends to take steps 
to maximise the potential of oil, gas, hydropower, 
wind energy, coal and nuclear power�2 Climate and 
environmental programmes are to be integrated into 
the national development paradigm, although India 
will continue to work towards shedding its status as an 
emerging economy. Sufficient energy will be required 
to increase India’s economic output, while the rapidly 
growing middle classes will require more energy to 
power their newfound lifestyles – and their heigh-
tened consumption will contribute to environmental 
pollution� It is the responsibility of the Indian popu-
lation and Indian companies to control the increased 
demand for energy in response to climate change, 

2 |  “Election Manifesto 2014”, http://bjpelectionmanifesto�
com/pdf/manifesto2014�pdf [31 July 2014]�
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but it is the responsibility of the Indian government to 
improve energy stability, access to energy and effici-
ency of energy supply – while also keeping carbon 
emissions as low as possible� In 2011 the energy 
mix in India was 57 percent coal, 19 percent hydro, 
12 percent biomass and other renewable energies,  
9 percent gas, 2 percent nuclear, and 1 percent die-
sel�3 In order to achieve India’s controversial targets, 
more renewable energies must be included in the 
energy mix and other clean energy sources must be 
exploited�

In 2013, at the invitation of the then German federal 
environment minister, Peter Altmaier, India joined 
the Renewables Club, whose other members include 
Germany, France, the UK, Denmark, Morocco, South 
Africa, China, Tonga and the UAE� The goal of this 
political grouping is to promote the expansion of rene-
wable energies across the globe, and its members aim 
to work together to keep the renewables theme on the 
political agenda�

Even in the wake of the Fukushima nuclear disaster, 
the Indian government still tends to view security 
policy and climate policy as two separate entities� It is 
initiating new nuclear power plant projects to ensure 
that 25 percent of Indian electricity needs can be 
covered by nuclear energy by 2050�4

Although the security risks of climate change are 
considered in India’s climate policy, they play only a 
minor role in its security policy� India is reluctant to 
get involved in foreign conflicts, partly to avoid putting  
energy imports at risk, as these are particularly crucial 
for the country as a whole and for its energy security� 
In the current Crimean crisis, India has come down 

3 |  U� S� Energy Information Administration, “India�  Overview”, 
26 June 2014, http://eia.gov/countries/cab.cfm?fips=in 
[31 July 2014]�

4 |  World Nuclear Association, “Nuclear Power in India”, 
30 July 2014, http://world-nuclear�org/info/Country- 
Profiles/Countries-G-N/India [31 July 2014]�

on the side of Russia: “There are legitimate Russian 
and other interests involved and we hope they are 
discussed and resolved�”5 This statement could be 
explained by the existence of Indo-Russian energy 
partnerships�

MEDIA ATTENTION AND PUBLIC PERCEPTION

Media reporting on the environment and climate 
change in India

The India media are becoming particularly interested 
in the topic of climate change since it was placed 
on the agenda of national and international politics� 
Even national daily newspapers and various maga-
zines report – sometimes very critically – on India’s 
strategies on the national and international arena, 
triggering debates and instilling a questioning atti-
tude among the population� According to a study by 
Yale University, 69 percent of the Indian population 
follows the debates on climate change and environ-
mental problems, at least sporadically� In this regard, 
the media have a great responsibility as more than 
two-thirds of the population has a high level of trust 
in media reporting; only expert opinions are deemed 
even more reliable�6

A study by the Centre for Science and Technology 
Policy Research (CSTPR) found that most media 
reporting on climate change and environmental prob-
lems takes place when there is extreme weather and 
before, during and after a UN Climate Change Confe-
rence�7 This was particularly the case with COP15 in 
Copenhagen in 2009�

5 |  Cf� “Putin thanks India for its stand on Ukraine”,  
The Hindu, 18 March 2014, http://thehindu�com/news/
international/world/putin-thanks-india-for-its-stand-on-
ukraine/article5800989�ece [31 July 2014]�

6 |  Anthony Leiserowitz and Jagadish Thaker, “Climate 
Change in the Indian Mind”, Yale Project on Climate 
Change Communication, http://environment�yale�edu/
climate-communication/files/Climate-Change-Indian- 
Mind�pdf [31 July 2014]�

7 |  Cf� Maxwell T� Boykoff and Ami Nacu-Schmidt, 
 Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental 
 Sciences (CIRES), Center for Science and Technology 
Policy Research (CSTPR), University of Colorado, 2013�

A wind farm near Tirunelveli in the southern Indian state of 
Tamil Nadu.
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Media and policy

The Indian media draw a distinct connection between 
the environment and related issues of economic 
growth, trade and foreign policy� There has been a 
particularly keen focus on the international climate 
debate and the most recent UN Climate Change 
Conferences, with particularly vehement emphasis on 
how India should not agree to any binding goals� To 
a large degree, the Indian media have reflected their 
country’s stance, which is that historic responsibili-
ties should form the basis for deciding each country’s 
commitment to the global climate regime� Most Indian 
media reporting is based on the principle of common 
but differentiated responsibilities for climate change� 
They suggest that developing countries should not 
have to make any binding commitments, as histo-
rically their emissions are much lower than in the 
developed world� Commitments of this kind, they 
argue, would impede economic growth� Given the 
predominant goal of ensuring the basic needs of the 
population are met, the Indian media regard any such 
steps with distinct scepticism� They consider that the 
greatest climate policy conflict is between the indus-
trialised nations and developing countries, and India 
has declared solidarity with the latter� It considers the 
positions of these two groups as irreconcilable� 

Local environmental problems

But it is not only international negotiations that attract 
the attention of the media; increasingly, although not 
excessively, they are also getting interested in local 
and regional environmental problems� The new trend 
for journalists to report on local projects that are 
harming the environment, such as mining in ground 
water-dependent areas, is bringing local problems 
to the national arena and attracting the attention of 
other Indian states, for a little while at least� Despite 
this increased reporting, local environmental problems 
and climate change are often quickly dropped once 
again by the media, and it is rare for such problems 
to be taken up by policy makers� The Indian media 
thus have a duty – to produce targeted reporting on 
local problems of relevance for the climate in order 
to awaken the interest of the relevant community 
and, through their persistence, to get the topic onto 
the local political agenda and then onto the national 
agenda� In this way, the media can make a contribu-
tion to sustainable environmental policy�
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FIG. 1: REPORTING ON CLIMATE CHANGE BY MAJOR INDIAN NEWSPAPERS

Source: L. Gifford et al., “World Newspaper Coverage of Climate Change or Global Warming, 2004 – 2014”, Center for Science 
and Technology Policy Research, Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES), University of Colorado, 
2014, International Collective on Environment, Culture & Politics, http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/icecaps/research/ 
media_coverage/india [28 July 2014].


